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Law Commission Issues Paper: Review of Joint and 
Several Liability 

 Introduction 
1. This submission is from Auckland Council, Private Bag 92300, Auckland 1142. 

2. Auckland Council would welcome the opportunity to discuss the submission with 
the Commission. It can be contacted through Helen White, Manager Public Law, 
Legal Services, ph 09 367 3111, helen.white@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz. 

3. In preparing its submission, the council has had the benefit of viewing a draft 
submission of the Society of Local Government Managers (‘SOLGM’) and liaised 
with Local Government New Zealand (‘LGNZ’).  The council is broadly in 
agreement with the detail contained within the draft prepared by SOLGM and 
understands that the submission prepared by LGNZ is also supportive of a change 
to proportional liability.  It does not intend to repeat the detail that is contained in 
the SOLGM submission. 

The current position 
 
4. The current system works well to ensure that the person who has suffered loss is 

not out of pocket when there is a solvent defendant who can be located.  When the 
case alleges that the council has played a part in the loss, then it will on occasion 
be liable to meet the full amount of the loss regardless of the number of other 
parties involved. 

5. To cover this risk councils must either insure themselves or allow some budget for 
these claims.  

6. The leaky homes claims have exposed the council to a high level of financial 
liability.  A number of the other defendants in these cases, including the builders 
and other trades persons, are usually more at fault then the council, but often they 
are unable to be found or are insolvent.  This is an area where insurance is not 
always available and there is incentive for a tradesperson or builder to protect 
against potential liability by setting up a special purpose company that can be 
liquidated at will.  The owners of these companies are then able to move on to new 
ventures with the protection of a different corporate entity. 

7. The council’s role in these cases is a relatively minor part in the fault compared to 
the builder/tradespersons.  However, the council is a convenient and permanently 
available, solvent defendant. The council has paid claimants $247m and there is a 
$470m provision in the council’s accounts.  The payments and provision are 
significantly greater than the attributed liability and the council estimates it would 
have saved up to $140m over the previous five years had proportional liability 
been available.   

Proportionate Liability 
8. Joint and several liability has evolved to protect the plaintiff.  However, the council, 

and consequently, the ratepayers, bears a cost that is disproportionate to the part 
it has played in the loss.  It would be more cost effective for the council if its liability 
was limited to represent its contribution to the loss. 
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9. It estimates that, on average, its direct contribution to the leaky homes cases is at 
best 20%. However, depending on the solvency and/or inclusion of the other 
construction parties in the claim, it can carry a high proportion of the amount of the 
settlement, but the contribution is significantly lower.  

10. Proportionate liability is fairer to the ratepayers of Auckland as the council will not 
have to bear the cost of the uncollectable shares. 

11. The council considers that a plaintiff who is also to blame for the loss, should bear 
the cost of their contribution.   

12. Proportionate liability may be unfair to the plaintiff as it shifts the cost of a 
defendant’s insolvency from the council to the plaintiff.  A warranty or insurance 
scheme could fill the gap caused by absent defendants, however, the council 
acknowledges that overseas experience of such schemes are not positive. Such a 
scheme would require significant government underwriting. 

13. Alternatively, a model that allowed any uncollected shares to be apportioned 
amongst the other defendants could be fairer to the council.  Although, this option 
would not be the most cost effective for the council, but it would be better off than 
under joint and several liability. 

14. If there is to be changes to joint and several liability, the council would urge further 
consideration of the following points: 

The timing of joinder of defendants 
15. Presently, there is no obligation on the plaintiff to join other defendants to the 

proceedings, which leaves the council sometimes the only party to the claim or the 
first party joined to the claim.  The council then has to locate and join the other 
parties which leaves the council bearing the true cost of the litigation, not the 
plaintiff. 

16. There should be a requirement to join all defendants within a set timescale within 
the proceedings. 

The inability to lift the corporate veil 
17. The council cannot become insolvent and has perpetual succession.  This means 

that if the council is a defendant and is found to have contributed to the loss, it will 
always be liable for the full amount of the loss under joint and several liability.  
Developers and building professionals are able to set up special purpose 
companies that can be liquidated after the project.  If a negligence claim is 
subsequently lodged, then the beneficial owners of the liquidated company have 
no residual legal liability, unless they took a hands on role in the construction.  
However, the beneficial owners of defunct companies may go on to set up new 
companies and commence new projects.  The owners may have substantial 
assets. There is no incentive for the industry to organise itself differently. 

Summary 
 
18. The council strongly recommends that joint and several liability be replaced by 

proportionate liability.  In order to obtain the maximum impact on the outstanding 
leaky homes cases, the council recommends that legislation is introduced urgently. 
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SUBMISSION REGARDING REVIEW OF JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY  
 

INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY OF BECA GROUP’S POSITION 
 

1 This submission by Beca Group Ltd (Beca) responds to the Law Commission’s November 
2012 review of joint and several liability.  Beca is making this submission because it has a 
keen interest in the proposed law reform. 

2 For the reasons set out below, Beca:  

2.1 believes that the current system of joint and several liability is in need of reform;  

2.2 thinks that a clear distinction needs to be drawn between business and individual 
consumer transactions.  In particular, we think that consumer protection 
considerations do not, and should not, apply to business-to-business transactions; 

2.3 supports a shift to a proportionate liability regime; and 

2.4 supports the inclusion of Professor Davis’s recommendations in Australia as part of 
any proportionate liability regime.  In particular: 

(a) any apportionment regime should apply to arbitrations as much as any other 
form of binding dispute resolution; and  

(b) contracting out should be prohibited.   

3 Our experience in Australia is that a very high proportion of competitive tenders require us to 
agree to contract out of the relevant proportionate liability legislation.  This is a particular 
feature of many public sector tenders and downstream work for those directly engaged by 
public sector agencies.  There is little point in passing legislation if it is going to be avoided 
by contract routinely, or if disputes are referred to arbitration to avoid the impact of the 
reform.   

4 Indeed, if reform of the current law is to have any material economic effect it must be allowed 
to apply to the large majority of transactions. 
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OVERVIEW OF OUR ORGANISATION & WORK 

5 Beca is one of Asia Pacific’s largest employee-owned engineering and related consultancy 
services companies.  Included among the services we offer are engineering consultancy, 
architecture, planning, project and cost management, land information, valuation and 
software services. 

6 We are headquartered in New Zealand, but have significant business in Australia and further 
afield.  Over a third of our employees are located outside New Zealand.  Beca typically 
works on major projects and operates in various market segments, including commercial 
building, industrial, government, power, transport and water.   

7 Beca has extensive experience with both the New Zealand and Australian contracting 
environment for professional consultants. 

8 Our clients include many infrastructure providers and are predominantly commercial and 
government entities rather than end consumers.   

WHY BECA SUPPORTS SHIFTING TO PROPORTIONATE LIABILITY 

9 In Beca’s view, there are five broad advantages of shifting to proportionate liability and 
reasons why joint and several liability is no longer appropriate.  Specifically: 

9.1 marked changes have occurred in the legal landscape that once lent support for joint 
and several liability;  

9.2 a shift to proportional liability would result in increased fairness to defendants without 
an increase in uncertainty or the complexity of litigation;   

9.3 the blunt instrument of joint and several liability effects injustice and economic 
inefficiencies in a number of circumstances by: 

(a) putting the plaintiff in a privileged position.  At least in a business context, that 
privileged position is unjustified;  

(b) encouraging free-rider behaviour by reliant third parties;  

(c) failing to provide sufficient certainty regarding the allocation of risk;  

(d) depriving businesses and the public of good (and important) advice; and 

(e) ultimately being unfair to “deep-pocketed” defendants.  It is inequitable that 
solvent defendants should bear the entire risk of any other concurrent 
wrongdoer’s insolvency.  Beca has experienced this unjust outcome on a 
number of occasions.  More generally, the construction and professional 
advice industries have been particularly hard hit in this respect in recent years;  

9.4 there are benefits in harmonising (or at least closer aligning) New Zealand’s liability 
laws with Australia; and 

9.5 the practical effects of proportionate liability will bring increased litigation efficiency. 
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CHANGES IN THE LEGAL BACKDROP 

10 Joint and several liability was developed during a time in which a plaintiff’s contributory 
negligence was a complete bar to recovery, such that if a plaintiff was partly responsible for 
its loss a defendant would not be held liable.  At that time there was also a view that courts 
were not equipped to apportion fault among defendants.  However, courts now routinely 
apportion fault among defendants, and the law regarding contributory negligence has 
changed. 

11 Exposure to liability of professionals has also expanded.  Indeed, at one time only contract 
claims were available to plaintiffs.  But now liability sounds in contract and tort.  
Consequently, the number and quantum of awards have increased, as has the tendency to 
litigate. 

12 Further, the law has expanded to allow recovery for pure economic loss, which was not 
available at the time joint and several liability was introduced. 

13 These changes in the law have increased the exposure of professional defendants to claims 
and damages awards that were not previously available to plaintiffs.   

14 Various countries internationally have made the shift to proportionate liability – Australia’s 
shift being particularly relevant from a CER/Trans-Tasman harmonisation perspective.  The 
United States and Canada have also adopted the regime in various forms. 

15 In Beca’s view, any consideration of fairness must take the above changes in the legal 
backdrop into account. 

FAIRNESS 

16 Beca acknowledges that arguments of increased fairness and economic efficiency are made 
for both regimes. 

17 To many in the “hard hit” industries at least, proportionate liability strikes a fairer balance 
between reducing costs and placing appropriate responsibility on defendants than the 
current joint and several regime.  Indeed, many defendants and their insurers do not see the 
justice of having to bear 100% of a plaintiff’s loss and then having to go to the expense of 
chasing others who are also responsible. 

18 Beca acknowledges that shifting the responsibility for an insolvent or absent co-defendant’s 
share of a plaintiff’s loss away from remaining defendants to the plaintiff (as proportionate 
liability does), might be considered a fundamental shift in policy.  But a shift to proportionate 
liability does not necessarily break new ground.  Indeed, a plaintiff whose loss has been 
caused by a single defendant currently bears 100% of the risk of that defendant’s insolvency.  
The law does not provide redress to a plaintiff in that situation.  Thus, it is illogical for the law 
to do so simply because multiple defendants contributed to the plaintiff’s loss.   

19 If a plaintiff has to bear the risk of loss where the only defendant is insolvent, it must be 
equally fair and just for the plaintiff to do so where there is more than one defendant. 
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20 Fairness issues for deep-pocketed defendants are addressed in our comments below 
regarding problems with the current liability regime. 

PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT JOINT AND SEVERAL REGIME 

No justification for affording plaintiffs a privileged position in commercial transactions 
  

21 Beca strongly opposes the implication that in some way plaintiffs should be in a privileged 
position in a commercial context.  We appreciate that approach may be justified in 
consumer-related claims.  But in most cases in a business context the plaintiff has itself 
exercised choice.  As such, the plaintiff should be required to bear the consequences of that 
choice in the event that the parties it has chosen to deal with do not have sufficient 
substance to meet claims in due course. 

22 The plaintiff’s position starkly contrasts with that of defendants.   

23 In legal proceedings arising from business transactions, the plaintiff is usually in the position 
of being able to choose: 

23.1 who it deals with; and  

23.2 the basis upon which work will be done.   

24 For example, a plaintiff can choose the cheapest, or least substantial supplier if (as a 
consequence) the plaintiff feels that it is getting a better commercial bargain.   

25 But, in most cases, defendants cannot choose the company they keep.  Rather, the decision 
about which parties are involved on a project is completely at the discretion of the plaintiff.  
Rarely do defendants have any influence over who else will be involved in any particular 
project.  It is not regarded as a supplier’s business to interfere in the principal’s choice of 
preferred contractors.  That would be understandable were it not for the fact that, as the law 
stands, defendants like Beca subsidise or (in effect) guarantee the performance of others’ 
obligations.   

26 In circumstances where there are multiple defendants, the plaintiff should not escape entirely 
the consequences of choosing to deal with parties from whom it had limited or no prospect of 
recovery should something go wrong. 

27 Ultimately, at least in the commercial sphere, it is plaintiffs who are best placed to mitigate 
insolvency risks of particular defendants.  For that reason, Beca’s view is that it is proper for 
plaintiffs to be expected to bear that risk. 

Joint and several liability encourages free rider behaviour  

28 In our view, joint and several liability encourages third parties to take advantage of the fact 
that responsible entities will act to mitigate their exposure to liability and generally decreases 
their incentive to exercise greater vigilance and care.   
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Lack of certainty about liability risks unacceptable 

29 Particularly in commercial dealings, certainty around liability and the allocation of risk for 
both defendants and insurers is important.  Such certainty is also valuable to plaintiffs.   

30 On its own, the present joint and several regime does not deliver sufficient certainty for 
commercial entities to have comfort about their exposure on a particular project.  

Business and wider public deprived of good (and important) advice  

31 We have specific experience of avoiding work where a client might have benefitted from our 
advice, because of the deep-pocket syndrome.   

32 By way of example, in peer review situations, the advice sought is very valuable to (and in 
some cases, necessary for) the client.  But, as peer review organisations receive only a 
modest fee as against the total value of the project, Beca is highly discriminating about when 
it is prepared to peer review.  If Beca feels unduly exposed as the perceived deep-pocketed 
organisation on any particular project, we reject the job request. 

33 We do not think that rejection of peer review work is a good outcome for clients, wider 
society, or for us.  But the law as it stands puts us in that position. 

Current regime unfair to “deep-pocket” defendants  

34 We strongly support the economic argument that in the case of the deep-pocket defendant, 
the current apportionment system is unfair, uncommercial and inefficient.   

35 We think that a reform would mitigate this problem, without necessarily interfering with the 
rights of consumers.   

36 A simple way of achieving this would be to exclude consumer transactions from any 
proportionate liability regime.  Existing consumer protection legislation such as the 
Consumer Guarantees Act might be an appropriate reference point for determining who is a 
consumer for these purposes.  We believe exclusions based on low value thresholds would 
be inappropriate as this would capture many business-to-business transactions, often 
between very substantial entities.  

Benefits to be gleaned from harmonisation with Australia  

37 The wider benefits of harmonising our laws with Australia are well understood and thus not 
repeated here. 

38 In particular, we think the lessons learnt from the Australian experience of proportionate 
liability legislation should be heeded.  We support the adoption of Professor Davis’s 
recommendations as a critical part of ensuring any proportionate liability regime takes 
practical effect.  

39 Our experience is that the proportionate liability regime is routinely excluded from contracts 
in Australia.  The practical reality is parties have very limited bargaining power to negotiate 
on that point in the context of competitive tender processes.  This experience leads us to the 
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view that any ability to contract out of a proportionate liability regime is likely to make such a 
regime largely irrelevant in practice. 

Practical effects of proportionate liability will bring litigation efficiency 

40 The current joint and several regime encourages some defendants to resist contributing to 
settlements, even though they plainly should contribute from a moral and legal perspective.  
Such defendants are able to coat-tail on the deep-pocketed defendants, calculating (usually 
correctly) that the deep-pocketed party/ies will pay more than their fair share in order to 
avoid the risk of complete liability and to maintain commercial relationships in our small and 
highly competitive market.   

41 Another particular frustration is the inability to protect oneself by making a decent 
Calderbank offer.  This is because even if you have plainly made a reasonable offer or 
indeed offered more than “your fair share” in a claim, the plaintiff can still resist settlement, 
as if you are liable you may be liable for the whole sum claimed, and co-defendants do not 
really face a costs issue.  Such an outcome impedes efficient settlement processes. 

42 It would be more efficient if all parties knew, at the beginning of a proceeding, that all 
defendants will be liable for their fair share of a loss, subject to any actual insolvency (which 
should fall on the plaintiff for reasons we have explained above).   

43 We expect that in complex multi-party cases, a shift to proportionate liability would see 
settlements achieved earlier, more efficiently and more fairly.  Such an outcome would save 
lawyer and court time, with commensurate public and private savings. 

ALTERNATIVE REFORM OPTIONS & OTHER ISSUES 

Hybrids 

44 If a universal change to proportionate liability were not to be adopted, in Beca’s view, 
adoption of a hybrid system is preferable to retention of the present joint and several regime. 

45 Beca prefers the “major/minor” or “peripheral wrongdoer” hybrid form, as articulated at 
paragraph 3.16 of the Commission’s Issues Paper.   

46 To be workable, the fault threshold delineating which defendants are “minor” or “major” 
wrongdoers should be set at 20%.  A threshold any lower than 20% would be ineffective as it 
would not target the “deep-pocket” problem in any meaningful way.  

47 The benefit of setting the threshold at or above 20% is that such a threshold should exclude 
at least those claims where a “scatter gun” approach is adopted by a plaintiff to capture as 
many small (but deep-pocketed) players as the plaintiff can reach.   

48 Admittedly there is going to be argument over what the threshold should be, and then who 
falls above and below that threshold.  But distinction between minor/major players would 
provide a much-needed disincentive to claims against very minor players who find 
themselves defendants more because they are perceived as able to pay (and likely to make 
the calculation that paying a material part of a settlement is better than wasting the money 
on expensive legal costs, even if the claim is almost hopeless). 
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49 If there were to be a hybrid solution, Beca would prefer to see a simple system rather than 
the complexity of reallocation for insolvent/absent wrongdoers.  Two main reasons support 
this view: 

49.1 in our experience, legal and other transaction costs escalate in more complex 
systems, largely due to the increased number of issues that usually become involved; 
and 

49.2 complex systems create room for parties to “game” the issue of their solvency.  For 
example, if other defendants are to share the burden of an insolvent/absent 
defendant to any degree, there is an incentive for Defendant A to encourage other 
defendants to pay more than their fair share simply on the threat that Defendant A 
might be insolvent.  It is better for all involved if this threat cannot be held over the 
heads of other defendants, particularly for the purposes of settlement.  This is 
particularly true where the commercial reality is that the insolvent party which 
happened to do the work is in fact part of a very solvent Group (as is sometimes the 
case).  In such circumstances, the insolvency should not override proportionate 
liability. 

Capping regimes 

50 We are concerned about the arbitrary allocation of caps, which might require 
industry-specific rules.  Such rules are amenable to constant lobbying/change depending on 
the power of the particular industry group that is in question, and also on the public 
sentiment around that particular industry at any given time.  We anticipate that it would be 
very difficult to identify the correct cap levels (save perhaps for some absolute rule relating to 
auditors such as exists in Australia). 

51 For those reasons, we would need to understand the precise basis on which a capping 
regime would operate before we could support such an approach.  

52 Our position might be different if there were a crisis in New Zealand in the sense that certain 
industries became uninsurable without caps.  That does appear to have been the case in 
Australia, but we do not think that the New Zealand environment is quite so hostile.   

Contractual contributory negligence 

53 Beca supports a reform which plainly allows a defence of contributory negligence in a 
contract.   

54 Any such rule should apply whenever the obligation is in the nature of a duty of care.  The 
relevant rule might be different if there is an absolute contractual promise which the innocent 
party is entitled to insist on being performed.  In that case, there would be no room for the 
operation of a contributory negligence principle.  But given that concurrent liability at least for 
professional advice is now recognised in our law, it should be clarified by statute that 
contributory negligence is available to reduce any qualifying contract damages claim. 
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Contribution between various wrongdoers 

55 There are two notable issues in this area: 

55.1 first, we think it is unhelpful and unfair that some forms of wrongdoing allow for 
contribution claims, while others do not.  In this category we exclude deliberate 
wrongdoing such as fraud, deceit, and other intentional harms.  But where the 
complaint is essentially a lack of care, it should not matter whether the defendants are 
liable under statute or contract, in tort or equity, or otherwise; and 

55.2 secondly, the present law distinguishes between narrow categories of loss, and 
makes it difficult to obtain contributions.  For example the loss of physical property is 
regarded as a different type of “loss” from the economic loss caused by an adviser 
who caused the plaintiff to lose the opportunity of avoiding the property damage.  
There are no rights of contribution between those two different defendants.  This 
outcome is illogical and can lead to tactical gaming of the litigation process by a 
plaintiff, who can choose to sue one or the other defendant without those defendants 
having rights of contribution against each other.  Such circumstances are more 
difficult to settle, and provide a plaintiff even more leverage over a deep-pocketed 
defendant. 

FURTHER DISCUSSION 

56 Beca would be pleased to discuss any aspect of this submission in more detail.   

57 We look forward to hearing from the Commission in due course. 

 
 
Yours faithfully 
Richard Aitken 
Executive Chairman  

 
on behalf of 

Beca Group Ltd 
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Proportional Liability and the Building and Construction 
Industry 

The New Zealand Building Industry Federation (BIF) represents some 120 leading 
members of the building industry supply chain embracing manufacturers, importers and 
marketers of products for sale on the New Zealand market. BIF exists to promote stable 
and sustainable growth in the building and construction industry; encourage effective 
skills training and accreditation regimes for and within the industry; and promote best 
practice standards throughout the industry. It is supportive of free market policies in the 
market place and operates in an open commercial environment featuring intense 
competition between locally manufactured and imported products. 

The purpose of this paper is to present to the Law Commission views of BIF on liability 
regimes in regard to residential construction in New Zealand and to support the 
advocacy of the Construction Industry Council for a symposium or workshop session to 
be held between the Commission and CIC member organizations to discuss questions 
and issues raised by the Commission as they may apply to liability in the building and 
construction industry.  

1) The need: Experience of the building industry with problems that arose in New 
Zealand following identification of the weathertight homes crisis provoked 
demands for a fairer system for apportionment of costs in cases of multiple 
defendants facing compensation claims in respect of leaky homes. While a case 
can be made for extension of any fairer system to commercial construction, the 
BIF proposes to deal only with this need as it relates to residential properties.  
Calls for change from members of BIF have sought exploration of the merits of 
adopting a proportional liability system instead of “joint and several” (J&S) which 
to date has been the accepted liability framework for dealing with claims of 
negligence in relation to sub-standard  performance of homes (stand alone 
residences, town houses or apartments) on completion of construction. 
 

2) Issues under J&S: The issues which arose in the context of the weathertight 
homes crisis revolved in various forms around the following factors: a) Abrupt 
closure by builders of their companies in the face of claims for negligence to 
avoid exposure to litigation and potential costs; b) citing by claimants of all 
parties who contributed to a building project for a home with defects irrespective 
of the extent to which they might be held liable for any type of non-performance; 
c) a reliance on the “last man standing” concept under which local authorities 
acting as Building Consent Authorities became in effect a body of last resort in 
the absence of a builder or other parties who may, subsequent to construction, 
have either gone into liquidation or been unavailable to claimants; d) under the 



last man standing concept materials or product  providers whose association with 
the project may have been minimal becoming, along with local authorities, 
specific targets for claims beyond their proportionate contribution to the identified 
defect (often because of their perceived financial strength or knowledge that they 
will be insured); e) imposition of unfair, and often substantial,  costs on parties 
against whom claims are made and who had minimal contact with the project in 
having to in effect prove at considerable cost that there was no way their actions 
or contributions could have contributed to the problem. 
 

3) Flow on impacts from the J&S issues: Insurance providers naturally became 
extremely wary of providing warranty or protective insurance cover for builders, 
local authorities, designers and building condition assessors as the full impact of 
J&S liability became clear. The result was confusion within the industry and for 
home owners which are only now ameliorating as policies and industry players 
adjust to the new environment. Local bodies, in particular, are highly risk averse 
in the consent and compliance process so that projects which rely for success 
through approved Alternative Solutions as an alternative to NZBC Acceptable 
Solutions for compliance are frequently ruled out because of doubts about the 
willingness of insurers to cover perceived risks. This, in turn, upsets the overall 
conduct of industry business in the residential sector, stifles innovation in design, 
construction and product/systems development to the detriment of technological 
advance in the industry as a whole. 
 

4)  Application of Proportional Liability: The BIF can understand a legal position 
which calls for introduction of such a system for wider than simply building 
industry application but submits that in the event that it is considered by the 
Commission that general application is too complex or difficult to be introduced 
this should not be a reason for dismissing a restricted application to the industry. 
 

5) Application of Proportional Liability to the Building Industry: The BIF is 
sympathetic to the notion that any proportional liability scheme for the industry 
should be synchronized with Australia. However, it also believes that the National 
House Building Council (NHBC) scheme that exists in the United Kingdom is a 
potentially useful model for adaption to New Zealand. Key elements of the UK 
scheme include the provision of home warranties following construction or major 
renovation, the establishment of an adjudication panel and a Code of Practice for 
builders. Other significant elements are specified requirements for home owners 
to follow in regard to home maintenance and a requirement for contracts 
between home owner and builder. 
 



6) Building Industry accountability environment: The NZ Government has set a 
framework of accountability for the building industry which provides s a good 
base from which to work on a proportional liability scheme for residential housing. 
This is because the responsibilities of architects, builders and materials/product 
suppliers are defined in law either now enacted or in the process of being 
enacted by Parliament (Building Amendments Nos. 3 and 4), as well as provision 
for contracts between home owner and builder and provision of a maintenance 
schedule for home owners by builders. New Zealand already has a quality 
adjudication process in place in respect of the Commercial Contracts Act and, 
therefore, the application of a similar process in respect of proportional 
distribution of liability should not be unduly difficult to construct for the building 
industry as a “stand alone” part of the commercial law system. 
 

7) Fairness: Industry participants including builders, engineers, architects, 
professional advisers and material/product suppliers see the application of a 
proportional liability system through an adjudication panel as more likely to 
deliver fairness to the businesses engaged in the provision of housing. It is their 
view that a system which has at its heart the apportionment of fault (and redress) 
according to the role played by industry participants in the process which led to 
defects as fair and reasonable. They see the current J&S system as often unfair 
and prone to imposing financial penalty out of proportion to the contribution one 
or more players may have made to creation of the defect in question. It is, 
however, essential that “fairness” also be considered in respect of the home 
owner. The J&S system is in itself encouraging of liquidation by builders involved 
in such cases because of the fear they may have of being saddled with a 
financial burden beyond their means. It provides also perverse encouragement 
for other contributors to the build process to seek all means possible to limit 
liabilities they might have. Neither of these outcomes offers comfort, or fairness, 
to home owners. On the other hand a proportional system offered through an 
adjudication process in which all parties are represented would offer the 
following: a) Genuine identification of the prime contributor to the defect; b) a 
determination of the extent to which other parties may have contributed to the 
defect; c) a prospect for all parties facing claims that their true culpability will be 
recognized and any redress will be proportionate to the extent of that culpability. 
It would almost certainly lessen encouragement for all parties to the build to take 
extreme measures (liquidation) to avoid accountability because the process 
ensures it will not be simply their individual actions that are taken into account 
but those of all the collective industry participants in the project.  
 



A system which discourages avoidance of obligation by demonstrations of its 
fairness and reasonableness to all parties is more likely to secure a satisfactory 
outcome for aggrieved litigants than one which encourages avoidance by its 
demonstrable potential for unfairness. 
 

8) Consumer: The J&S system offers comfort to consumers in that they have resort 
to the “last man standing” of financial means concept which has led to the huge 
financial burden often sheeted home to local authorities as BCAs. Removal of 
this last resort assurance in favour of a scheme which brings more fairness to 
professional, business and commercial interests without balance to consumer 
rights may well be seen as unacceptable by consumers. It is, therefore, essential 
that any move to proportional liability be constructed in such a manner that 
protection for new home owners in the event of defects is seen to be 
strengthened. It is for this reason that the BIF favours introduction of proportional 
liability only in association with a warranty system that strengthens protection for 
consumers while introducing greater fairness into the accountability regime for 
industry participants. 
 

9) Warranties and liability caps: The United Kingdom proportional liability scheme 
as operated by the NHBC for the residential building industry works in 
association with voluntary warranty provisions. We consider that this model can 
be fitted to work within the New Zealand industry environment and should 
therefore be considered in the make-up of a proportional liability scheme for the 
industry here. Thus, discussions on the shape of such a scheme would have to 
include the insurance industry. We note that builder organisations (Registered 
Master Builders Federation and the Certified Builder Association of New 
Zealand) have warranty schemes in place. 
 
We are encouraged by the improved insurance environment which is arising as a 
result of greater confidence within that industry as a result of the measures taken 
by the New Zealand Government to strengthen accountabilities and the 
proficiency of builders. Discussion has taken place within the industry at the 
possibility of limiting the access of residential projects to such a proportional 
liability process to projects of no more than a specified sum. For example, 
projects where home owners have access to the scheme, might be limited to 
stand alone or semi-detached housing and individual apartments of a stipulated 
value but exclude apartment blocks developed as commercial ventures. 
 

 



Summary: 

BIFbelieves that the introduction of a proportional liability scheme for the building 
industry should be introduced in the interests of fairness to industry participants 
in the allocation of liability for defects in home construction; and to provide 
greater surety of redress for home owners. It considers that a scheme modeled 
along the lines of that operating under the NHBC in the United Kingdom may be 
appropriate, with modifications where appropriate to meet NZ-specific conditions. 

In summary, the BIF: 

•  Supports the introduction of proportional liability for the residential building 
industry in New Zealand 

• Encourages the establishment of a building specialist adjudication process for 
the determination of proportionality in individual cases where defects are 
identified/confirmed in stand-alone homes, semi-detached housing and individual 
apartments 

• Believes that the introduction of proportional liability should be linked in with 
warranty provisions of  builders and that the United Kingdom scheme of the 
NHBC offers guidance as to how this may be achieved 

• Considers that while it is desirable to match a New Zealand scheme to 
compatibility with Australian actions in the area of proportional liability this should 
not be a barrier to progress on a process specifically suited to New Zealand 
conditions. 

The BIF commends to the Commission the submission of the New Zealand Institute 
of Building Surveyors (NZIBS) for background detail on the operations of the 
National House Building Council in the United Kingdom. 

 

Bruce Kohn 

Bruce Kohn 

Chief Executive 

Building Industry Federation 

10 Treasure Grove, Hataitai 

Wellington 6021 

Tel: (04) 386-2793; email: bruce.kohn@xtra.co.nz 



 

 

 

 

 



Submission to the Law Commission 
On the 

Review of Joint and Several Liability  
 

Introduction  
The Building Officials Institute of New Zealand (BOINZ) representing some 1200 Building Control Officials 
appreciates the opportunity to present its views. 
 
BOINZ’s position in relation to this submission is based on professional expectations, operational 
practicalities, accountability and fairness.  
 
Our process has involved liaison with both our membership and stakeholders within the wider “built” 
community. We have also been mindful of the position of plaintiffs in reaching our conclusions.  
 
Submission  
BOINZ supports a Proportional Liability system, that ensures a defendant whether an individual or 
company is responsible and accountable for the loss or damages that they were directly responsible for.  
 
Situations are becoming increasingly prevalent where relatively minor participants in projects end up 
bearing significant or sometimes full apportionment of liability,  at the expense of another’s or others 
lack of accountability. This system is neither fair, ethical or in many cases affordable.  
 
The Institute “rejects the common law principle that once a defendant has been found to have wrongly 
caused a plaintiffs loss, that the defendant is then liable to compensate the plaintiff for all the 
reasonably foreseeable losses, regardless of whether some other defendant has also caused or 
contributed to the loss occurring”.  
 
Comment 

• We believe there should be a greater level of accountability and responsibility and that the 
introduction of an alternate system must not be discounted on the basis of difficulty.   

 
• The weather tight home crises, has highlighted the disadvantage of the Joint and Several 

Liability process, where Local Authorities are targets as the “last man standing”. In effect the 
rate payer is being held accountable for the wrong doing of others.  

 
• The Building Act 2004, the Building (Accreditation of Consent Authorities) Regulations 2006, the 

Building Act Review 2009, the formation of the Licensed Building Practitioners Scheme (LBP), 
have indicated accountability expectations among those that provide services. The continuance 
of a Joint and Several Liability system undermines this legislative commitment to quality, risk 
management and customer focus.  



 
• The Building and Construction Productivity Partnership was instituted by the government to lift 

productivity. Accountability at the design, build, building owner and consenting phases of 
construction aligns with increased productivity and quality outcomes. The current abdication of 
responsibility linked to the “deep pocket” Joint and Several Liability system will continue unless 
all parties are liable for the risks involved with their part in a project or product. 

 
• The Institute also has the view that Joint and Several Liability as a mechanism for awarding 

damages stifles growth and innovation. Within the “built environment” it creates a risk adverse 
approach to the compliance document system, with various stakeholders trying to avoid having 
their documentation being mandatory for risk of complete liability attributing back to them as 
opposed to a different system of shared responsibility.  

 
• Local Authorities have also adopted risk averse consenting and compliance processes, many 

reluctant to actively encourage or access alternative designs given the perception of greater risk, 
with the end result being councils aren’t supporting the performance based building code 
regime.  

 
• It is accepted a move to Proportional Based Liability will engage the plaintiff in joining other 

defendants in a case to prove their claim and later pursue payment, however the Institutes 
position is that the legal case will likely be more robust and accurate. To assist a plaintiff the 
Institute would support insurance or warranty structure to protect home owners and would 
advocate for a partial or full level of government involvement in such a scheme. We note the 
Sapere Report supported a compulsory home warranty insurance to support a move to 
Proportional Liability.  

 
Conclusion 
 
The Institute accepts the leaky homes crisis adds fuel to the Joint and Several Liability issue but urges 
the Law Commission to view a move to Proportionate Liability as aligning with individual and company 
responsibility and accountability, and a position taken legislatively, particularly in the Building and 
Consumer areas to promote efficiencies and effectiveness in our economy.  The issue of fairness is also 
important and in raising this point the absence of parties partaking in the legal process is becoming a 
disturbing trend undermining our society. 
 
The present joint and several liability regime disadvantages the “last man standing” and in the case of 
local authorities (who cannot liquidate) the cost to the local community is inherently unfair, and  It is our 
view fairness is an underpinning legal principal that needs to be upheld.   
 
We thank the Law Commission for their comprehensive review.  
 



     
  

 
 



Submission to the Law Commission’s Review of Joint & Several Liability (IP32) 

Submitter: Ben Rickard, Builtin New Zealand Limited 

Date: 31st January 2013 

Background 

Builtin administers the Homefirst Builders Guarantee on behalf of the Certified Builders Association 
of New Zealand and many other accredited builders.  The Homefirst Builders Guarantee is the only 
builders warranty in New Zealand that is underwritten by a licensed insurer, CBL Insurance Limited.  
CBL has more than one million homes under warranty worldwide, including legacy business in 
Australia, and has substantial experience in this market.  They are a New Zealand company with 40 
years experience as the country’s leading provider of performance bonds, financial risk and credit 
surety.  CBL are rated B+ (Good) by A.M. Best.  The Homefirst Guarantee is a “last resort” guarantee, 
modelled on the cover provided by home warranty insurance in Australia.  More than 11,000 
guarantees have been issued since the scheme launched in New Zealand 10 years ago. 

Summary 

We do not wish to express a preference for either rule being evaluated by this review.  Rather, we 
would like to address the following points: 

1. The viability of a privately run builders warranty market, which is questioned in section 9.16 of 
the report. 

a. New Zealand currently has a successfully functioning builders warranty market.  The 
NHBC system in the UK also proves that a privately run, non-compulsory system can 
successfully deliver consumer protection from building defects and builder default. 

b. A compulsory, government run system would not be economically efficient as it would 
have to incorporate high risk operators and high risk projects.  It is also likely to be 
rorted. 

c. The solution should be to increase the proportion of residential dwellings covered by 
independent builders guarantees from 50% to more than 90%.   
 

2. Specifically regarding the building industry and home warranty insurance, we would like to 
address Q32 of the brief: “What, if anything, could be done to improve the fairness or efficiency 
of outcomes under joint and several liability (either to the plaintiff, the defendant, or overall)?” 

a. An increase in the number of dwellings covered by builders guarantees can be achieved 
through greater education delivered by local councils and MBIE, mandatory disclosures 
as proposed under the Building Amendment Bill (No 4) and BCAs requiring warranty 
cover as a condition of building consent. 

b. There is no evidence that the schemes currently operating in New Zealand are delivering 
poor outcomes to homeowners.  Robustness can be enhanced by requiring the 
underwriters of independent guarantees to be licensed insurers and thus subject to 
Reserve Bank regulation and additional legislative oversight. 

The viability of a privately run builders warranty market 

Section 9.16 questions the viability of a market for home warranty insurance in New Zealand based 
on the experience in states of Australia. It asserts that the reasons for private insurers vacating the 
market were a lack of profitability and the fear of reputational damage.  In fact, one of the key 
reasons was the entry of State-backed schemes and government interference in the market. 1 In 

                                                           
1 Building industry worried after another insurer abandons home warranty market 



New Zealand the two major providers of home warranty insurance are the Registered Master 
Builders Federation and Certified Builders Association of New Zealand Inc.  Master Builders must 
provide a Master Build Guarantee to their clients and Certified Builders must provide a Homefirst 
Builders Guarantee to theirs.  Additionally, Builtin New Zealand accredits other non-affiliated 
building companies to provide the Homefirst Guarantee.  These schemes have been running 
successfully for many years.  The former Department of Building and Housing estimates that around 
50% of new residential builds are covered by a builders guarantee.2 

Key to the viability and long term success of a functioning market are two factors: 

1. The ability of providers to determine which building companies can offer the guarantee and 
which projects qualify for it.  Building contractors who don’t meet the provider’s criteria for 
experience, qualifications, solvency and business acumen are unable to offer their products.  
The ability (or not) to offer a guarantee product should be a key indicator to consumers as to 
the quality or otherwise of any prospective builder.   
 

2. Additionally, projects that use high risk techniques, design or materials may also not qualify 
for a guarantee, as providers can require elements such as a cavity system.  Again, this 
should be an indicator to homeowners that their project is higher risk and hence they accept 
a greater risk of possible problems.   

In both of the above senses, the involvement of a guarantee underwriter provides an additional 
aspect to risk management of the building process by penalising (by omission) high risk building 
contractors and high risk projects.  It is the introduction of Government-run schemes or regulation 
determining what must be guaranteed that will destroy a market that is currently working in New 
Zealand, as has been the case in Australia. 

Section 9.19 states that: “the experience of the Australian states shows that an effective warranty 
scheme will either have to be provided by government, or have a government guarantee.”  However, 
in reality the “effectiveness” of a compulsory scheme is highly questionable.  The Australian system 
is besieged by rorting and the compulsory nature of it means that high risk projects must be covered, 
increasing costs across the whole sector.  In Victoria the compulsory scheme has been described as 
“junk insurance” by a consumer advocacy group.3  The NHBC system in the United Kingdom is a 
much better model for what can be achieved in New Zealand without the need for government 
intervention, albeit in a different form.  Their Buildmark warranties cover 80% of new UK houses and 
other private providers also operate in the market.  NHBC is a privately run non-profit organisation.  
They also maintain an approved housebuilder register, set standards, monitor construction and 
resolve disputes. 

Section 9.20 asserts that: “a shift from joint and several liability to proportionate liability would have 
to be accompanied by the establishment of a compulsory building warranty scheme that would 
provide cover in the event that the builder failed to rectify defects.”  A working model for building 
warranties already exists in New Zealand and our position, based on our experience in the New 
Zealand market, and as argued in this submission, is that a compulsory scheme is neither required or 
would it be economically efficient.  Homeowners who choose not to purchase an independent 
guarantee, or use a builder who does not qualify, do so at their own risk.  Homeowners whose home 
is not eligible for a guarantee must also understand that their chosen design or specification carries 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Friday, 05 February 2010, Patrick Stafford, http://www.smartcompany.com.au/finance/2010205-building-
industry-worried-after-another-insurer-abandons-home-warranty-market.html 
2 http://www.dbh.govt.nz/ris-bar-regulation-guarantee-services  
3 http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/victorians-fleeced-on-insurance-20110614-1g21e.html  

http://www.dbh.govt.nz/ris-bar-regulation-guarantee-services
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/victorians-fleeced-on-insurance-20110614-1g21e.html


additional risk and undertake that project on that basis.  Should taxpayers, ratepayers or 
homeowners be expected to underwrite these risks? 

Section 9.16 states: “It is also doubtful whether New Zealand consumers would regard “last resort” 
cover as fair or adequate, given the Australian experience.”  This has certainly not been our 
experience and neither is it demonstrably true given the adoption of the schemes that are currently 
running in New Zealand.  The highly regarded NHBC system in the UK is also a last resort cover. 

The solution should not be to introduce a compulsory, government backed scheme but to increase 
the proportion of homes that have an independent guarantee under the current system from 50% to 
in excess of 90%, using the highly successful UK model as the benchmark.  This is the most 
economically efficient approach under the current rule of joint & several liability, and we believe it 
would be so under a proportional rule also. 

Improving the fairness or efficiency of outcomes under joint and several liability in respect of the 
building industry 

The way to achieve this is primarily to educate homeowners as to the value of an independent 
guarantee, so that those who actively choose to decline one do so at their own risk, in the same way 
as if they choose not to insure their finished home for fire, flood etc.  There is a competitive market 
for builders guarantees, in New Zealand.  Local councils and MBIE should take a greater role in 
actively educating consumers and recommending that they take out a guarantee.4  In addition to 
providing consumer protection from defects and builder default, this has the added benefit of 
reducing the impact on territorial authorities from defective building work.5  Indeed, as a condition 
of their building consent for certain work Building Consent Authorities should be able to require that 
a homeowners gets an independent guarantee from their builder. 

Our experience over the past decade is that if consumers are required by a stakeholder in the 
building process, usually their mortgage lender, to take out a builders guarantee they will seek this 
cover through their builder.  Builders then seek accreditation if they do not already have it.  The 
proportion of homes covered by home warranty insurance can be substantially increased if building 
consents also require this cover.  Higher risk dwellings that do not meet standard guarantee criteria: 

1. may have to pay proportionately more for cover 
2. may have to be redesigned, re-specified 
3. may have to seek an alternative builder 
4. may have to sign a waiver of liability with councils before a consent is granted 

In its 2011 review the DBH found no evidence that current guarantee offerings are poorly 
understood or could leave consumers without cover in future, although these risks exist theoretically, 
as they do with all insurance.  Protections exist under the Fair Trading Act and Consumer Guarantees 
Act.  Additionally, licensed insurers are regulated by the Financial Markets Authority and must meet 
all the requirements any general insurance company in a very highly regulated sector.  Therefore 
schemes backed by licensed insurers must comply to these standards. 

The issue then becomes how to protect consumers who opt out or do not qualify for home warranty 
insurance.  However, if a consumer elects not to purchase insurance, or builds a dwelling that does 
not qualify for cover, should there be an obligation on taxpayers, other home owners or responsible 
builders to provide financial remedy, in the same way that an uninsured homeowner takes on the 
risk of fire or earthquake themselves?  Government does not regulate or mandate the requirement 

                                                           
4 Proposed changes to the Building Act 2004 may achieve this through mandatory disclosures, if the ability to 
offer an independent guarantee is a requirement of this disclosure. 
5 http://www.dbh.govt.nz/ris-bar-regulation-guarantee-services  

http://www.dbh.govt.nz/ris-bar-regulation-guarantee-services


for Contract Works Insurance for a building project, nor is it involved in its provision, but it is strongly 
recommended by all sources and as a result fairly ubiquitous.  Home warranty insurance should be 
treated in the same way.  Aside from ACC, no insurance is compulsory in New Zealand.  We do not 
believe that the building industry should be forced to adopt a BDCC (Building Defects Compensation 
Corporation) and the consequent additional cost in a sector that is already relatively unproductive.  
This would reduce economic efficiency across the whole sector, penalising low risk dwellings and 
contractors.  Efficiency will be increased where the cost is borne by those engaging in high risk 
projects or using non-accredited builders. 

We argue further that any “independent” builders warranty scheme should be underwritten by a 
licensed New Zealand insurer and administered by an independent organisation.  Guarantees 
provided by the likes of Golden Homes and Signature Homes, whilst they may be independent of the 
individual franchisee building the home, are inextricably linked to the master franchise and do not 
provide consumers with truly independent claims assessment in the event of a problem.  Nor do 
they need to meet the standards that an insurer must under the Insurance Prudential Supervision 
Act and consequent requirements for mandatory financial strength ratings. 

The current New Zealand system of Licensed Building Practitioners can be enhanced by consumer 
education that “Guarantee Accredited” builders meet a higher standard and can provide 
independent warranties to their clients.  Thus by default consumers choosing non-qualifying builders 
or high risk projects are informed and take on that risk themselves.  Consequently we support 
provisions in the Building Amendment Bill (No 4) to require disclosure of certain information by 
builders to their clients prior to signing a contract.  We strongly recommend that the ability to 
provide a truly independently administered and insurance-backed guarantee be one of the required 
disclosures. 
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Submission of the Christchurch City Council on Issues Paper 32: Review of Joint 
and Several Liability 

The Christchurch City Council would like to thank the Law Commission for the opportunity 
to make this submission.  This submission has been approved by the Council's 
Submissions Panel on behalf of the Council. 

Given the time available this submission does not answer the questions set out in 
Appendix 2 of the Issues Paper.  The Council has previously made submissions in 
support of a proportionate liability regime, in the building claims area.  This submission 
attaches excerpts from Council's previous submissions on the Building Bills No 3 and 4, 
and a summary of the Council's submission is set out below. 

Submission Summary 

The Law Commission has identified that one of the key issues is ‘who should bear the 
risk’?  There is no easy answer.  On one hand to say that a plaintiff, whose claim is 
upheld, should bear the risk seems entirely unfair, when the result of the claim is that they 
have done nothing wrong.  On the other hand, to say that only one defendant, who may 
have contributed in only a minor way to the loss suffered by the plaintiff, should be 
responsible for paying the share of all other defendants (where those defendants no 
longer exist), is also unfair. 
 
 
This submission largely addresses the unfairness that arises for Councils in relation to 
building claims, because there have been so many instances where the Council is “the 
last man standing” (or as the Issues Paper puts it, a party with “deep pockets”).  With the 
recent Supreme Court decision in the “Spencer on Byron” case now opening the potential 
for Council liability to commercial buildings (when the previous case law had held there 
was no liability), it is even more urgent that a solution be found so that ratepayers are not 
left having to pay for shoddy building work and/or design etc.   
 
The Council agrees with the Issues Paper finding that the combination of joint and several 
liability and a deep pocket is one situation that may lead to economic inefficiency.  The 
Government is currently driving local government to become more economically efficient 
for its ratepayers.  Changing from the current liability regime, in respect of buildings claims 
at least, which generally involve local authorities, will assist in meeting the current 
Government’s aims for local authorities.  A change to the liability system would also avoid 
the problem of Councils being overly risk averse, which can also contribute to higher than 
necessary fees and the overall cost of housing. 
 
Building claims are an area of law that has diverged from general negligence principles.  
Just as there is a different limitation period provided for such claims, a different liability 
regime could also successfully be applied solely to building claims, if the Commission 
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considered it was not appropriate to change to a proportionate liability regime as a general 
rule. 
 
However, the Council has always recognised that a change to a proportionate liability 
regime is not the only option (and should not be an option on its own) to address the 
unfair situations that can arise.  If, as recognised by the Law Commission, all defendants 
are still in existence, then a joint and several liability regime can operate so that each 
defendant would pay its share.   
 
One of the possibilities is therefore to find a system that will mean each defendant will 
continue to pay their share, either through an enforced guarantee/warranty scheme (as 
outlined in the attached submissions), or by making it easier to claim against the individual 
or individuals who are behind any “phoenix” companies (companies set up for a particular 
project and then liquidated at the project end), as well as greater reach into profits they 
may have invested elsewhere or other assets that have been transferred into trusts, etc.   
 
In support of this submission, the Council notes that in the discussion of the alternative to 
joint and several liability the Issues Paper refers to the 2011 Sapere Report (paragraph 
3.13).  This report concluded that “even if proportionate liability were to be adopted (which 
the Report did not recommend, for other reasons) it would be “essential” to have a system 
of compulsory home warranty insurance to deal with what would otherwise be 
unacceptable unfairness to consumer homeowners”.   
 
It also makes sense to operate under the same (or a similar) proportionate liability system 
as is used in Australia.  The fact that the system has its complexities in Australia does not 
mean those same complexities would arise in New Zealand, which is a much smaller 
country, without the state system of government, and with many smaller scale building 
firms.  As pointed out in the Issues Paper the joint and several liability system already 
involves complex litigation with multiple parties; changing to a proportionate liability 
system will not necessarily make this more complex. 
 
The Council looks forward to the Law Commission recommending changes to the current 
liability environment.  For local government, a recommendation that retains the status quo 
in all respects would not be acceptable. 
 
If the Commission needs to contact the Council to discuss this submission, or for any 
other reason, please telephone or email Chris Gilbert, Legal Services Manager, at 03 941-
8561, or chris.gilbert@ccc.govt.nz. 
 
 

 
 
 
Councillor Sue Wells 
Submissions Panel Chairperson 
Christchurch City Council 
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From the Council’s Submission on the Building Amendment Bill (no 3): 
 
Key point: Council seeks better liability protection for territorial authorities through the 
introduction of a proportionate liability system, or a warranty system for builders 
carrying out major building work 
 
4.  The Council supports the development of effective building controls for New Zealand and 

in principle it supports the direction of the proposed changes.  Council recognises and 
strongly supports that one focus of the proposed reforms is to reduce reliance on building 
consent authorities (BCAs), who are generally Councils, and to promote the accountability 
of all participants in building design and construction.  However, simply promoting 
accountability does not do enough to change the liability and legal risks currently faced by 
Councils.   

 
5.  The Council notes that this Bill is the first of 2 Bills to implement the Building Act Review 

policy decisions and that it follows from the Department of Building and Housing (DBH) 
review of the Building Act and its discussion document on the Building Act review – “Cost-
effective quality: next generation building control in New Zealand”, on which the Council 
made a submission in April 2010.  However, the Council believes more is needed in this 
Bill, and should not wait until a second Bill, to improve the potential liability position for 
Councils. 

 
6.  The Council fully supports the concept of Licensed Building Practitioners (LBPs) taking a 

greater responsibility in relation to the building works they carry out.  Many of the 
streamlined proposals are reliant on competent building professionals and the proposal is 
that they accept greater accountability and liability for their work at the design and 
construction stages. 

 
7.  However the Council does not believe there are currently sufficient practitioners with the 

necessary skills and knowledge who are prepared to take on the responsibility of 
managing their own work without third party review.  There are presently only 601 LBPs in 
Christchurch (497 that are licensed for carpentry only and 104 who have a site licence 
and can also supervise and monitor other builders).  It is clear that the industry will take 
some time to respond to this challenge.  The Council encourages a gradual and staged 
approach to the reforms proposed, but not at the expense of territorial authorities 
remaining liable for a builder’s shoddy work.   

 
8.  The Council submits that other parties involved in a building project should no longer have 

a joint and several liability regime to “fall back” on.  The Council is concerned that the Bill 
does not propose a move to a proportionate liability system and strongly urges the 
Committee to provide for this in the Bill.   

 
9.  Alternatively, if the joint and several liability regime is to remain the same outcome 

(ensuring that Councils bear only their appropriate share of liability) would be to introduce 
a requirement on builders to have a warranty or guarantee system in relation to major 
building projects or work over a certain value.   

 
10.  Despite this being a major discussion point in the Review, and the Council making clear 

submissions in favour of such a system, this has not been proposed in the Bill.  It is 
Council’s view that, in particular, the warranty system (and surety backstop) are critical to 
other changes in the Bill and must be mandatory for new homes and major alterations, at 
least.  Providing for such a system will ensure that in the event of any defective building 
claims being made Councils will not be “the last man standing”. 

 
11.  In Christchurch there are many Group Housing Companies that, in the Council’s view, 

would willingly accept this responsibility when building “simple houses”, and who already 
have warranties that they offer, in which the Council has faith.  Overall, however, the 
Council considers that many other builders will be unwilling to accept liability and this is a 
potential weakness in the proposals in the Bill.  We also note that a large number of these 

 



 
 
 
 
 

potential licensed building practitioners currently do not understand building code 
requirements and as such rely heavily on the building consent authorities (BCAs) to 
ensure code compliance.  This is why it is necessary to require more from such builders 
through provisions in this Bill.   

 
12.  The Council also believes that it is important to ensure the proposals are developed as a 

package.  Each of the interdependent processes rely on the other processes to deliver 
their part and the adoption of discrete parts will not deliver the intended benefits.   

 
 
From the Council’s submission on the Building Amendment Bill (no 4): 
 
Key point: Council supports enhanced consumer protection measures but seeks better 
liability protection for territorial authorities through a full 10 year guarantee system  
 
4.  The Council notes that this Bill is the second of 2 Bills to implement the Building Act 

Review policy decisions and that it follows from the Department of Building and Housing 
(DBH) review of the Building Act and its discussion document on the Building Act review – 
“Cost-effective quality: next generation building control in New Zealand”, on which the 
Council made a submission.   

 
5.  The first bill (Building Amendment Bill (No 3) (“No 3 Bill”)) did not improve the potential 

liability position for Councils, and therefore, their ratepayers.  This Bill also does not make 
the changes sought by the Council in its submission on the No 3 Bill. 

 
6.  The Council fully supports the concept of Licensed Building Practitioners (LBPs) taking a 

greater responsibility in relation to the building works they carry out.  However, the 
Council submitted on the No 3 Bill that other parties involved in a building project should 
no longer have a joint and several liability regime to “fall back” on.  The Council urged a 
move to a proportionate liability system in its submission.   

 
7.  Alternatively, it submitted that the Government should introduce a requirement on builders 

to have a warranty or guarantee system in relation to major building projects or work over 
a certain value.  It repeats this submission and urges the Committee to give it further 
consideration.   

 
8.  This issue is of particular importance to Christchurch and the greater Canterbury region, 

as it goes into the rebuilding phase following the Canterbury earthquakes.  There will be 
an explosion of building work in Christchurch and a scarcity of qualified practitioners.  In 
the Government’s budget speech 2012 it was reported there are currently 13,000 building 
repair jobs underway and that over the next 5 years potentially 26,000 residential sections 
will become available for rebuilding.  The implied warranties and a surety system to back 
up the warranties is therefore critical to ensure contractors and subcontractors will be 
accountable.  It is a reality that there will be some substandard buildings constructed, 
given the numbers involved, but ratepayers, through their councils, should not have to 
bear that cost.  A mandatory scheme that all trades people have to support is needed. 

 
9.  The concept of a guarantee or surety system was a major discussion point in the Building 

Act review document, and the Council made clear submissions in favour of such a 
system.  The current Bill only provides a limited 1 year defective building work provision 
for household unit owners (see clause 362P).  Even this very important protection for 
consumers is not backed up by a guarantee/surety system.  In the event that a contractor 
or subcontractor “disappears” within that year, this provision would become ineffective. 

 
10.  It is Council’s view that a guarantee system (and surety backstop) should be mandatory 

for new homes and major alterations at least, and be effective for 10 years (the same as 
the limitation period in the Act). Providing for such a system will ensure that in the event of 
any defective building claims being made Councils, and their ratepayers, will not be “the 
last man standing”.   

 



 
 

 

11.  The enhanced consumer protection measures, while of some benefit to consumers, do 
not go far enough and do little to remove the chance that Councils will be left to pick up 
more than its potential share of the bill for any defective building claims.  The Council also 
recognises that smaller commercial building owners have limited ability to protect 
themselves, and can be no different from residential building owners in this respect.  The 
extension of a warranty to these building owners should also be considered.   

 
12.  The Council submits that section 362H(2) should be amended further.  This section 

provides that the warranties to be implied into every building work contract, apply despite 
any provision to the contrary in any contract or agreement and “despite any provision of 
any other enactment or rule of law”,  The Council would like it made absolutely clear that 
the warranties will apply to directors and individuals who may seek to “hide” behind their 
companies, despite anything to the contrary in the Companies Act 1993, and the limited 
liability protection provided for in that Act.   

 
13.  There is a body of case law that recognises a director of a company can be found 

personally liable in some situations (for example, the degree of control test articulated by 
Hardie Boys J in Morton v Douglas Homes Ltd [1984] 2 NZLR 548, and the concept of 
assumption of responsibility as discussed in Trevor Ivory v Anderson [1992] 2 NZLR 517 
(CA)).  However, there is no certainty, without a court decision, as to whether or not a 
director may be found liable.  The Council submits this uncertainty should be avoided in 
the case of certain building contracts, by expressly stating that the implied warranties also 
apply personally to the directors of any company that enters into a contract,   

 
14.  The Government is keen to see Councils reduce costs and provide a more cost effective 

environment for ratepayers through its Better Local Government reforms and the Local 
Government Act 2002 Amendment Bill.  In accord with those aims the Government should 
ensure that Councils are not left to pay the share of every builder or developer that has 
disappeared by the time a defective building claim surfaces.  It can do this by requiring 
builders, engineers, developers and others involved in a building project to have a full 
guarantee scheme.  Reputable builders would have no difficulty in providing for such a 
system.  

 
15.  In this regard, the Council supports the submission by Local Government New Zealand, 

which identifies the Queensland government-backed home warranty insurance system as 
a model that could be adopted in New Zealand.  The Council also notes the Wellington 
City Council submission on the Bill has possible options for a surety scheme that could be 
considered by the Committee. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.brookersonline.co.nz/databases/modus/building/bdbldlaw/link?id=CASE%7eNZ%7eNAT%7eHC%7e1983%7e38545&si=1878974479&sid=mnqde1cpjb162equ26vi54cn43pbdlri&hli=8&sp=bdbldlaw
http://www.brookersonline.co.nz/databases/modus/building/bdbldlaw/link?id=CASE%7eNZ%7eNAT%7eCA%7e2000%7e2484&si=1878974479&sid=mnqde1cpjb162equ26vi54cn43pbdlri&hli=8&sp=bdbldlaw
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Introduction 
 
1. The CIC welcomes this opportunity to provide our collective submission on behalf of 

our members to the Law Commission in respect of its review of the application of the 
joint and several (J&S) liability rule in New Zealand. 

 
2. It would fair to say that our consultation with the CIC membership has disclosed a 

variety of views and opinions, and we are aware that a good number of CIC members 
have made their own submissions directly to the Commission given the importance of 
the matter to them and their membership.  

 
3. It is quite apparent that, as a consensus-based organisation, we are unable to 

reconcile and present a unified CIC submission on all issues raised by the 
Commission, however, there are areas of common view as we outline below. 

 
 
Who Bears the Risk? 
 
4. The current system of J&S is unable to ensure fair outcomes for either plaintiffs or 

defendants.  Plaintiffs miss out if there are no remaining deep-pocket defendants, and 
defendants can suffer disproportionate and possibly unsustainable losses – neither of 
which is desirable for a healthy industry or society. 

 
5. Councils would appear to be the main benefactor of a move away from J&S, but there 

is a certain fairness in the ratepayer sharing the burden of a systemic problem such as 
leaky buildings.  Underlying this and moving forward is the question of whether it is 
desirable for the ratepayer to remain the underwriter of building quality in this country, 
as is the case currently.  

 
 
J&S 
 
6. Liability is often left with the Council, deep pockets such as insurers and large 

corporates, and with the owner, but resolved in an expensive and inefficient manner.  
Councils have become risk adverse often in inconsistent, ineffective and inefficient 
ways.  Insurers respond by hiking premiums, increasing excesses, restricting cover, or 
withdrawing from the market. 

 
7. The adverse affects on business is an impediment to growth and a healthy 

construction industry. Commercial interests – be they builders, professional service 
providers, sub-contractors or material suppliers – can be unacceptably burdened with 
liability beyond a sustainable level of their direct contribution to the defect in question. 
The incentive for commercial interests to avoid their liabilities through liquidation is 
frequently irresistible. 

 
8. The current law is predisposed to compensate the plaintiff, regardless of whether they 

have acted wisely/appropriately or not. 
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Capping 
 
9. The situation where a relatively minor (peripheral) wrongdoer can be left to bear a 

major portion, or even the full amount, of liability means many industry professionals 
are unwilling to work on residential work.  This is particularly an issue, for example, for 
engineers engaged in the Canterbury rebuild and for building surveyors providing pre-
purchase reports.  Many professionals in these areas are avoiding such work, which is 
not desirable nor beneficial for consumers. 

 
10. We believe fair and reasonable capping of liability, that still incentivises good 

professional behaviour, would be a better overall outcome for consumers. 
 
 
Proportionate liability 
 
11. There is general support within the CIC for either the proportionate liability model or a 

hybrid one, while recognising there needs to be a way found to better support 
homeowners. 

 
12. It is because of this consumer “comfort” factor that the CIC believes an introduction of 

a proportionate liability model for the industry’s activities must be accompanied by an 
acceptable and workable home warranty scheme that replaces the “last man standing” 
concept of J&S.  (We note that our two main builder organization members already 
have existing warranty schemes that are utilized in their offerings in respect of “new 
home” builds). 

 
13. As noted, we do not downplay the complexities of a move to proportionate liability. 

These include factors that have been identified in Commission deliberations to date, 
among them harmonization with Australia.  

 
14. In recognition of this we recommend that the Commission and the CIC jointly hold a 

symposium on the possible introduction of proportionate liability (or a hybrid) to the 
building and construction industry, with invited attendees to include legal experts, the 
insurance industry, building and construction industry nominees and relevant public 
sector representatives. 

 
15. As we recognise that proportionate liability can only be introduced if accompanied with 

other associated reform measures, it would be our intention to invite a United Kingdom 
specialist in the operations of the UK National House Building Council to outline and 
discuss the workings of this body, with special regard to both proportionate liability and 
the provision of their home warranty scheme.  The CIC is ready to discuss with the 
Commission at its convenience the agenda and detail of such a symposium and assist 
with arrangements. 

 
 
Thank you for this opportunity for input into the Commission’s inquiry. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
 
Pieter Burghout 
Chair 
Construction Industry Council 
 

c/- Private Bag 50 908  
Porirua 5240 
Ph: 04 238 1293 
 027 277 2469 
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Dunedin Community Law Centre 

52 Filleul Street 

DUNEDIN 

Telephone: 3-474-1922 

 

25 January 2013 

 

Re: Law Commission Issues Paper 32: Review of Joint and Several Liability 

 

The Dunedin Community Law Centre (DCLC) is a volunteer organisation that has been in 

operation for 33 years as a free legal advice, education, law reform and information service. 

Our aims are:  

 To provide and promote community based services that address the unmet legal needs of all 

cultures in the community. 

 To provide and promote legal training and education for university students. 

 To promote the dissemination of legal knowledge throughout the community. 

 To promote legal services and law reform; which will increase access to justice and reflect 

the Treaty of Waitangi. 

 

 The Dunedin Community Law Centre welcomes the opportunity to comment on Law 

Commission Issues Paper 32: Review of Joint and Several Liability. We submit comments as 

follows: 

 
Q 12: Overall, which of the options for reform or the status quo do you prefer? Why? 
 
We prefer the status quo for a number of reasons. 
 
This review is driven largely by the leaky building crisis which emerged in 1990s. 

Notwithstanding issues of “unfairness” which arose from this crisis -- as some defendants 

found themselves paying more than their “fair” share of costs, due to companies becoming 

insolvent, the issues arising from this crisis and subsequent problems around compensation 

and liability would be better addressed through reform of the Building Act 2004.  

 

As this report focuses predominantly on the building industry, more research would need to 

be undertaken on the impact that changes to this rule would have on other sectors. For 
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example, one sector that we frequently deal with is the rental housing sector. Tenancy 

agreements do not specify that tenants are joint and severally liable for outstanding rent or 

damages if other tenants leave. The Department of Building and Housing does offer this 

information on their website under the banner Flatting 101 FAQ’s:  

 “If you move into a flat and sign a tenancy agreement with other flatmates, you share 
 responsibility for the entire tenancy. This is called joint and several liability. It means  if 
 one of the tenants damages the property or doesn’t pay their share of the rent, you  can 
 all be held responsible. You might have to pay the debt if the offending tenant does not.”1 
 

It would be more prudent, however, to state this clearly on the actual tenancy agreement, as 

tenants will often only clarify their legal requirements once there is a problem.  Generally it is 

the most diligent tenant who is left footing the bill for flatmates who have left outstanding 

debts. Our question here is: Is there a way that Joint and Several Liability could be included 

in a residential tenancy agreement contract along the lines of a statement which assumes 

proportionate liability if a tenant defaults on their rent? 

 

The Sapere report commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing to investigate 

the rule of joint and several liability and its impact on the building and construction industry 

concluded that a change to the current rule, to one of proportionate liability, would not 

improve accountability, and may possibly aggravate the situation:  

 
 “Proportionate liability may be better aligned with industry practices but it will likely 
 result in additional costs across the industry and create some perverse behaviours of 
 its own. The consultants doubt that industry risk management practices (whether they 
 are working or not) would change in any meaningful way. Moreover, proportionate 
 liabilities are more likely to lead to greater compartmentalisation and a lower level of 
 cooperative behaviour amongst industry players.”2 
 

 
If proportionate liability was introduced it would shift the burden of risk onto the plaintiff, in 

the sense that if a defendant was absent or insolvent the plaintiff could not recover their share 

from other defendants.  

 

                                                           
1 http://www.dbh.govt.nz/flatting-101-faqs 
2 Buddle Findlay and Sapere Research Group, Final Report to the Department of Building 
and Housing: Review of the Application of Joint and Several Liability to the Building and 
Construction Sector 
http://www.srgexpert.com/Final%20Report%20to%20DBH%20on%20joint%20and%20seve
ral%20liability.pdf 
p. 10-11. 
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Q 19: Could a change to proportionate liability be limited to a specific sector? 
 
No, the rule should apply universally and not just to the building and construction industry. 
 
Q 20: If New Zealand were to shift to a system of proportionate liability in the 
construction sector, would a compulsory builders’ warranty scheme be necessary 
to protect the interests of the homeowner? If so, how should this be funded and 
run? 
 
The Sapere report has suggested home warranty insurance be mandatory if proportionate 

liability is introduced.3  As indicated in the Law Commission report the implementation of 

such a scheme in New Zealand would be difficult and require government support, as has 

occurred in Australia.4 Factors such as the leaky homes crisis and the Christchurch 

earthquake would make insurers nervous of such a scheme meaning that costs would have to 

be borne by the Government.  

 
Q27 To what extent should a liability rule balance fairness or justice concerns with 
economic efficiency? How can the best balance be achieved? If there must be a 
trade-off between fairness and efficiency, which should be preferred? 
Fairness must be paramount. 
 
Q28  Do you think it is true that some categories of defendants in New Zealand tend to 
become “deep pockets”? Which defendants are particularly affected? Do you 
think this is a problem? Why or why not? 
 
Local Authorities have become “deep pockets” for the leaky building crisis, this has been 

problematic as the local authority has been seen as an insurance scheme, and ratepayers have 

in due course paid for a failure in the construction industry.  Ultimately, however, local 

authorities must take a measure of responsibility for signing off under a loose building code. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Natalie Smith 
Law Reform 
Dunedin Community Law Centre 
                                                           

3  Buddle Findlay and Sapere Research Group, Final Report to the Department of Building 
and Housing: Review of the Application of Joint and Several Liability to the Building and 
Construction Sector 
http://www.srgexpert.com/Final%20Report%20to%20DBH%20on%20joint%20and%20seve
ral%20liability.pdf 
pp. 60-61. 
4 Law Commission Issues Paper 32: Review of Joint and Several Liability 
5.17, p. 36. 
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Q1 In what ways, if any, does joint and several liability work well at present? 

Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable, since it enables the plaintiff to recover the 
amount awarded without having to claim from every liable party and can avoid the plaintiff ending up with the cost of 
uncollectable shares. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. 
There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system 
or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q2 Under joint and several liability each defendant is liable for all the damage they are found to have 
caused, even if other defendants are also responsible. Is this fair? 

It is not fair to the plaintiff to have it any other way. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and 
severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There 
is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by 
any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q3 Joint and several liability only applies where the defendants are liable for the same loss or damage. 
How do you think this “same damage” requirement should be applied in practice? 

It can be very difficult to identify what is “same damage” and therefore same damage will and should usually mean all damage. 
Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q4 Joint and several liability is intended to ensure that the plaintiff is fully compensated for their 
loss, even if one defendant is missing or insolvent. Is this goal achieved in practice?  

This goal is more readily achieved in practice under and joint and several than under any system of proportionate liability. 
Regardless of achievability, every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and 
several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited 
justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based 
on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is 
less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less 
under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q5 Should plaintiffs be able to recover the full amount of their loss without claiming from all 
possible defendants who contributed to the damage? If so, why? If not, why not? 

Yes. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q6 How effectively does apportionment operate in practice? Does apportioning responsibility 
between several liable defendants do justice between defendants? 

Yes. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q7 Which, of joint and several liability and proportionate liability, do you consider fairer? Why? 

Joint and several liability is far fairer. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint 
and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited 
justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based 
on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is 
less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less 
under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q8 If a system of proportionate liability were introduced, what if any additional measure do you 
think would be needed to protect plaintiffs, for instance against uncollectable shares? 

A Government-backed mandatory home warranty insurance would be required. It cannot be applied to existing claims including 
claims which have already been deemed eligible. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally 
liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is 
extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any 
restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q9 Which if any of the hybrids or other alternatives to straight joint and several liability or 
straight proportionate liability do you prefer? Why? 

None. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far 
fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q10 If the “peripheral wrongdoer” model is used, do you think it is necessary to include a 
threshold test or definition in legislation? If you support a statutory threshold, what threshold 
would you prefer? How should this be applied in practice? 

A “peripheral wrongdoer” model should not be used. If it is a 3% threshold is preferred only applied if they are not the only 
defendants. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a 
far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q11 If the “plaintiff at fault” model is used, should there be a threshold level for contributory 
negligence by the plaintiff, before proportionate liability applies? If so, what level do you 
consider appropriate? 

25%. I don’t like the “plaintiff at fault” model. Every homeowner (plaintiff) ends up out of pocket even if the full amount claimed 
is recovered. To apply proportionate liability based on negligence is very unfair. Every liable party regardless of categorization 
needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than 
proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability 
or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of 
wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners 
can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share 
can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
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homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q12 Overall, which of the options for reform or the status quo do you prefer? Why? 

I prefer the status quo. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several 
liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for 
the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any 
distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q13 Should contributory negligence operate as a partial defence for all claims, regardless of 
whether the defendant is liable in contract, tort, or equity? 

It should only be a limited partial defence in special circumstances. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be 
jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate 
liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid 
system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any 
version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more 
and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained 
from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q14 Should defendants be able to recover contributions from all other potentially liable parties 
regardless of whether the defendant is liable in contract, tort, or equity? 

Yes. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q15 Should the rules relating to contributory negligence and contributions be the same whether the 
claim is based in contract, tort, or equity? 

I don’t like the contributory negligence model. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally 
liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is 
extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any 
restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q16 Do you consider that leaky homes claims have exposed problems in the operation of the 
rule of joint and several liability? If so, what are they? 

Liability issues relating to “stopping the clock” below are more relevant. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to 
be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate 
liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid 
system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any 
version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more 
and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained 
from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q17 Which of joint and several liability or proportionate liability do you think would produce fairer 
outcomes in leaky building cases? Why? 

Joint and several liability produces fairer outcomes in leaky building cases. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs 
to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than 
proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability 
or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of 
wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners 
can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share 
can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q18 Do you consider that the joint and several rule has adequately protected homeowners’ 
interests in leaky homes cases? 

The joint and several rule has more adequately protected homeowners’ interests in leaky homes cases than any proportionate 
liability rule could. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several 
liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for 
the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any 
distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q19 Could a change to proportionate liability be limited to a specific sector? 

No. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q20  If New Zealand were to shift to a system of proportionate liability in the construction sector, 
would a compulsory builders’ warranty scheme be necessary to protect the interests of the 
homeowner? If so, how should this be funded and run? 

Yes but it would be impractical to fund or to operate. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and 
severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There 
is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by 
any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q21 In the wake of the global financial crisis, do you consider that auditors and other 
professional advisers should be able to cap their liability, as in Australia? If so, how should 
a liability cap operate? What classes of defendant should receive the benefit of liability 
caps? 

Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable without a cap. Joint and several liability is a 
far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
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homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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Q22 How relevant is the Australian experience for reform of liability rules in New Zealand? To what 
extent do the reasons and conditions that led to this change in Australia in 2003 also apply in New 
Zealand? 

We are not Australia! Conditions more than nine years later are different now. Every liable party regardless of categorization 
needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than 
proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability 
or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of 
wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners 
can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share 
can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q23 How important is it that there be one liability regime applying across Australia and New Zealand?  
Australian law is irrelevant to New Zealand law especially since different Australian states have not yet harmonised their liability 
regimes. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far 
fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q24 What weight should the Commission give CER when considering whether to recommend 
changes to New Zealand’s liability rules? 

No weight. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far 
fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q25 Given that the different Australian states have not yet harmonised their liability regimes, if 
New Zealand decides to adopt proportionate liability, how should we draw on the Australian 
experience? 

Ignore it. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far 
fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q26 Are any of the liability models used in other jurisdictions discussed in this chapter preferable 
to the current system of joint and several liability in New Zealand? If so, why? And if not, 
why not? 

No. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q27 To what extent should a liability rule balance fairness or justice concerns with economic 
efficiency? How can the best balance be achieved? If there must be a trade-off between 
fairness and efficiency, which should be preferred? 

Fairness for plaintiff should be preferred. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. 
Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely 
limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any 
restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q28 Do you think it is true that some categories of defendants in New Zealand tend to become 
“deep pockets”? Which defendants are particularly affected? Do you think this is a 
problem? Why or why not? 

TAs could be considered “deep pockets.” Since the TAs and Government created the problem this may be considered justice. 
Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q29 Do you favour using proportionate liability to deal with the issues of “deep pockets”? Are 
there other options to prevent “deep pockets” bearing disproportionate liability? Are there 
other ways to prevent “deep pockets” becoming risk averse? 

No. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q30 Overall, do you think that joint and several liability is a fair system? 

Yes. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q31 Overall, do you think that proportionate liability is a fair system? 

No. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer 
system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current 
homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction 
between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to 
homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any 
version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html
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'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q32 What, if anything, could be done to improve the fairness or efficiency of outcomes under 
joint and several liability (either to the plaintiff, the defendant, or overall)? 

See “stopping the clock” and other comments below. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and 
severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There 
is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by 
any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q33 If proportionate liability were to replace joint and several liability, what if any adjustments 
would you consider necessary to ensure fair outcomes? 

It should only relate to new work undertaken after the date it comes in and not to any claim already deemed eligible for the 
WHT Tribunal process. Every current liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and 
several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is extremely limited 
justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based 
on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is 
less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less 
under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q34 How do you think the interests of plaintiffs and defendants should be balanced in a fair 
system of apportioning liability? How important is avoiding disproportionate burden on some 
defendants, compared to ensuring that plaintiffs receive an effective remedy? 

Proportionate liability cannot ensure that plaintiffs receive an effective remedy. Every liable party regardless of categorization 
needs to be jointly and severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than 
proportionate liability. There is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability 
or any hybrid system or by any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of 
wrongdoer. Any version of proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners 
can get no more and will in almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share 
can be obtained from each party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
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under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q35 What, if any other changes do you think are necessary or desirable to improve our liability 
rules? Why? 

See “stopping the clock” and other comments below. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and 
severally liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There 
is extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by 
any restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 
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Q36 Overall, do you think that New Zealand should retain joint and several liability or shift to 
proportionate liability or adopt a hybrid option? Why? 

Joint and several liability should be retained. Every liable party regardless of categorization needs to be jointly and severally 
liable. Joint and several liability is a far fairer system for the leaky-home homeowner than proportionate liability. There is 
extremely limited justice for the current homeowner under any version of proportionate liability or any hybrid system or by any 
restrictions based on any distinction between contract, tort or equity liability or category of wrongdoer. Any version of 
proportionate liability is less fair to homeowners than joint and several liability since homeowners can get no more and will in 
almost all cases get far less under any version of proportionate liability since only the allocated share can be obtained from each 
party. 

The only system remotely fair to leaky homeowners is joint and several liability. The government approved building practices 
that history has proved were not wise choices. Councils’ gave CCCs to properties that in many instances did not meet those 
standards. If business people, fully aware of the requirements of joint and several liability, failed to build weathertight homes, it 
is very unlikely that they will have greater accountability when their liability is much more limited under proportionate liability. 

If a party ends up paying more than there apportioned share under joint and several liability, the party still has the opportunity 
to claim the balance from other parties. If there are no other parties to collect from, then the situation should be the same as it 
would have been if the party was the only defendant. 

Proportionate liability is also very unfair when trying to claim awards made against tenants in the Tenancy Tribunal. It is hard 
enough for landlords to try to track down tenants without only being able to claim a portion of the award from each tenant as 
would happen under proportionate liability. 

Only liable parties would like a change to proportionate liability. This unfortunately includes the Territorial Authorities and also 
the Government under the FAP scheme. This should not be at the expense of limiting justice for leaky home owners as is the 
case for all versions of proportionate liability. 

The proposal to introduce proportionate liability is very unfair to the current homeowner who would end up paying the share 
for all parties that could not be identified or who had gone out of business or who claimed they could not pay or were immune 
from court action under the ten and six year limitations since only the portion allocated to any remaining parties would be able 
to be claimed by the plaintiffs. With legal costs often exceeding $100,000 even for an adjudicated hearing in WHS and expert 
witness costs sometimes approaching $45,000, the costs of proceedings could far exceed the amount left claimable under 
proportionate liability. 

Homeowners with relatively low claims (say less than $150,000) have to therefore seriously consider representing themselves in 
the WHT Tribunal. This is particularly true when trying to claim the balance from other parties when an FAP contribution has 
been made. Otherwise the legal costs could exceed the amount claimable. Very few weathertight home claims are for less than 
$20,000, and the current streamlined WHT process for claims less than this amount needs to be extended to claims for up to the 
amount claimable under the Disputes Tribunal and preferably up to the amount claimable under the District Court (claims under 
$200,000 should be eligible). 

“Stopping the clock” for the Tribunal process should also stop the clock for other jurisdictions (District and High Court). 
Homeowners cannot be expected to know the appropriate jurisdiction when the extent of the damage/ cost of remediation are 
unknown. Once a home is remediated the homeowner should be able to sell the home and still continue a claim in the WHT. 
Currently a claim is closed in this situation. The FAP scheme should also be available once remediation is complete. It is unclear 
how FAP is available once remediation is complete even although an Addendum is available for the Homeowners agreement in 
this situation. 

Consideration needs to be given to be able to claim from Family Trusts when gifts were made to a trust after a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement was signed for the property or after a claim is made. The removal of gift duty has allowed business owners and 
others to transfer all their assets to family trusts in one single transaction and has created an uneven playing field in enabling 
liable parties to have all their assets protected after two years (except for rest home subsidies). This probably means 
homeowners are unlikely to get any money from parties who have done this more than two years after assets were transferred. 
Hence the homeowner will end up shouldering those parties’ allocated shares under proportionate liability.  

In addition "The risk of recovering the cost of leaky building repairs could be shifted from councils and builders on to 
homeowners under changes considered by the Law Commission." See http://www.hobanz.org.nz/leaky-homes-latest-news-by-
category/350-leaky-home-risk-may-shift.html. In fact the cost of leaky home repairs would definitely shift predominately to 
homeowners under proportionate liability, since only each party's allocated share may only be claimed from each party. Even 
under a proposal where each party could be liable for say up to 50% more than its share, if there is only one party left to claim 
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from, say the Council with an allocated share of 20%, the homeowner could only claim a maximum of 30% from the Council, 
leaving the homeowner bearing 70% of the costs and also in addition faced with the costs of court/tribunal proceedings. 

'Lawyer Paul Grimshaw, who specialises in leaky building cases, said this law change would not favour homeowners. "At the 
moment if a builder paid 50 per cent, an architect paid 30 per cent and the council paid 20 per cent, the plaintiff can go get the 
money off the council. The council then turns around and gets the 80 per cent off the other ones. 

 "But if there's a proportionate liability system and the builder is insolvent, then the owner recovered 30 per cent from the 
architect, 20 per cent from the council and that's it. 

 "They lose 50 per cent of their judgment," he said.' (ibid). 

"Sapere Research Group and Buddle Findlay were asked by the Department of Building & Housing to review the implications the 
current liability rule (as it relates to negligent acts) in the building and construction sector. Sapere’s role was to assess the 
economic arguments for alternative rules in terms of their effect on incentives, efficiency and underlying behaviour. The 
intention of the work was to assess the merits of alternative legal rules in terms of the Government’s ultimate goal of enhanced 
accountability in the building and construction sector.  

Buddle Findlay and Sapere did not find evidence (either in law or economics) that a change to the current rule of joint and 
several liability would improve accountability. Rather, other rules for allocating liability look more unpalatable and are only likely 
to worsen the situation." See http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html. 

The Sapere report "review of the application of joint and several liability to the building and construction sector" (April 2011) 
commissioned by the Department of Building and Housing (now part of the Ministry of Business, Innovation  and Employment 
(MBIE), p68 section 12.6.26, "Backstop insurance or warranties, however, would not remove all of the uncertainty of 
proportionate liability for plaintiffs. Proportionate liability therefore could still be seen as unfair, even if backstop insurance or 
warranties are available." 

Suppose the house was inspected by an independent certifier who has gone out of business (I doubt any are in business any 
more). The homeowner would end up paying the certifier’s allocated share under proportionate liability. 

Suppose the current homeowner bought the home off the previous owner who did the work. The current homeowner may not 
know the names of the other parties involved in the actual construction (it is not always available in Council records- this is the 
case for me), and the previous owner has no incentive under proportionate liability to disclose the information (since they are 
only liable for their allocated share). The current homeowner would end up paying the allocated share for the parties building 
the house. As mentioned the previous homeowner(s) would only be liable for the share allocated to them. 

The current homeowner would also end up paying the shares of all parties who were safe from court action under the ten and 
six year rules or who could not pay. 

Proportionate liability is therefore grossly unfair to the current homeowner even if they did not buy the property after the work 
had already been completed. Proportionate liability could only apply to new work not yet commenced otherwise any change 
would be even more unfair to current homeowners whose work was already complete. Even if some sort of warranty or 
guarantee system was introduced, it could only apply to houses built or renovated after the system was introduced, would have 
the initial cost transferred to the homeowner by the builder, is unlikely to be underwritten without great costs involved (if at all) 
and hence the shouldering for the cost of claims is likely to be transferred to the government or homeowner.  

Only the possibility that a liable party may end up with 100% of the costs under joint and several liability entices many parties to 
pay their allocated share. If parties only have a liability limited to their allocated share (as under proportionate liability) there is 
little incentive for any liable party to pay their share. 

Even if a homeowner gets the full amount claimed, s/he still ends up with a home worth less than the market value of a home 
without a weathertightness history. The homeowner under proportionate liability ends up bearing the majority of the cost or 
repair, with legal expenses and other expenses to pay, owning a home that has a stigma attached even after it is remediated, 
affecting the home's  market value since the fact that it was a leaky home remains on Council records and is included in LIM 
reports. 

The only possible conclusion is that there is very limited and hence much reduced justice for the current homeowner under any 
version of proportionate liability and that the retention of joint and several liability is the only viable option to ensure some 
fairness for homeowners. It is a breach of natural justice to expect the homeowner under proportionate liability to essentially 
bear the costs of all parties who cannot be identified or from which an amount cannot be obtained. Quite often the current 
homeowner has inherited issues from a previous homeowner. 

 

http://www.srgexpert.com/publications.html
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SUBMISSION TO LAW COMMISSION ON REVIEW OF JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 

GRIMSHAW & CO SOLICITORS 
 
 
Summary 
 
1. The Law Commission has been asked to review the rule of joint and several liability 

in light of the construction and financial crises of the last decade.   
 
2. Grimshaw & Co specialises in building defect claims.  In the past 8 years we have 

acted for several thousand leaky home owners, including stand alone home owners 
and bodies corporate.  Grimshaw & Co has acted for the plaintiff home owners in all 
of the leaky building claims to proceed to trial before the High Court at Auckland and 
acted for the successful plaintiff owners in the two landmark leaky building cases to 
proceed to the Supreme Court1.  We have also acted for many defendants in leaky 
building claims including contractors and insurers.  Grimshaw & Co has advised a 
large number of investors who suffered losses as a result of the recent collapse of 
finance companies and has acted on a number of claims against financial advisors.2 
We believe this experience enables us to comment on the current operation of the 
common law principle of joint and several liability.   

 
3. It is submitted that: 

 
(a) The principle of joint and several liability is fair to all parties as it enables a 

successful plaintiff to recover the full amount of their loss from each 
defendant found liable to the plaintiff for the loss and limits the liability of each 
defendant to the loss he or she has actually caused. 

 
(b) The proportionate liability regime (or a hybrid model containing characteristics 

of such a regime) is unfair as it shifts loss from those who commit civil wrongs 
onto the innocent victims of wrongdoing.  It does so by reducing the amount a 
successful plaintiff may recover from a defendant when the plaintiff has 
suffered wrongs from multiple wrongdoers.  This artificially reduces the legal 
liability of the defendant and penalises the successful plaintiff arbitrarily.   

 
(c) A proportionate liability system creates a highly inefficient litigation model and 

significantly increases the time, cost and complexity of legal proceedings.   
 

(d) The issue of solvent liable parties not being able to recover contributions from 
insolvent liable parties should, if necessary, be dealt with by way of reform to 
the law relating to contribution and/or insolvency.  Reducing the liability of 
defendants to plaintiffs is not a logical response to this issue.   

 
(e) To respond to the leaky building crises and the collapse of the finance 

industry by reducing the liability of the parties responsible rewards 
incompetence and reduces accountability. 
   

                                                
1 North Shore City Council v Body Corporate 188529 (Sunset/ Byron) [2010] NZSC 158 (17 
December 2010) and Body Corporate 207624 & Ors (Spencer on Byron) v North Shore City Council 
[2012] NZSC 83 (11 October 2012).  
2 Including Gilmour v Decisionmakers (Waikato) Ltd (1) Hartles(2) [2012] NZHC 298 
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Response to questions 
 
4. These submissions address the following questions in the Law Commission's Issues 

Paper: 
 

Q1 In what ways, if any, does joint and several liability work well at present? 
 
Q2 Under joint and several liability each defendant is liable for all the damage 

they are found to have caused, even if other defendants are also responsible.  
Is this fair?  

 
Q16  Do you consider that leaky homes claims have exposed problems in the 

operation of the rule of joint and several liability?  If so, what are they? 
 
Q30 Overall, do you think that joint and several liability is a fair system? 
 
Q31 Overall, do you think that proportionate liability is a fair system? 
 

 
Q1 In what ways, if any, does joint and several liability work well at present? 
 
5. The current system of joint and several liability works well.    
 
6. It creates efficiency in the litigation process in that the parties to the claim are 

typically only those that are in a position to make a meaningful contribution to a 
settlement or a judgment.  This has significant benefits.  It limits the parties and  
issues before the Court and the time, cost and resources that the Court and the 
parties need to commit to the dispute resolution process.  It incentivises the solvent 
defendants to settle claims before they proceed to trial.     

 
7. A proportionate liability regime requires the plaintiff to join all potentially liable parties 

in order to make a full recovery.  This increases the number of parties before the 
Court and the complexity and cost of litigation.  It would require more judicial 
resources and infrastructure and require more lawyers.  The duration of the Court 
proceedings would necessarily lengthen, at both the interlocutory and trial stage.  
Less cases would settle as the well resourced defendants would not feel obliged to 
contribute any more than their proportionate liability and many more cases would 
proceed to trial.  The increased cost and length of litigation would likely discourage 
deserving plaintiffs from bringing claims.  In short, a shift to proportionate liability 
would produce a highly inefficient litigation model. 

 
8. The current system works well for defendants as it enables them to seek 

contributions from other tortfeasors pursuant to 17 of the Law Reform Act 1936, 
either in the same proceeding or a further proceeding.  The Supreme Court decision 
in Marlborough District Council v Altimarloch Joint Venture Ltd3 has highlighted the 
need for legislation to clarify the circumstances in which contribution may be claimed 
between tortfeasors and parties liable under different causes of action such as 
misrepresentation under the Contractual Remedies Act or breach of contract.4 It is 
submitted that the circumstances in which contribution may be sought should be 
extended.  

                                                
3 [2012] NZSC 11 
4 Supreme Court divided on damages and contribution as water rights case concludes, NZ Lawyer, 13 
July 2012, page 16. 
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9. The current system works well for plaintiffs as it enables them to recover damages 

from a defendant for the full extent of the loss caused by the defendant.  This avoids 
the need for plaintiffs to identify, find and sue all potentially liable parties in order to 
recover their losses, which in construction cases would be prohibitively difficult, time 
consuming and expensive.  If there was a change to proportionate liability, in many 
cases it would not be worthwhile for the plaintiff to bring a claim, for example if the 
only solvent liable party was a local authority5.   

 
10. In New Zealand there is a very short long stop limitation period of 10 years for 

bringing claims relating to building work.  Leaky home problems can take many years 
to manifest so home owners often discover problems on the cusp of this limitation 
period (if not after the expiry of the limitation period).  The joint and several liability 
rule enables the plaintiff to file a claim against a known defendant for all loss caused 
by that defendant in order to preserve a claim for the full amount of their loss.  If the 
plaintiff was required to identify all responsible parties many plaintiffs would lose the 
ability to claim for all of their loss within the 10 year limitation period because of the 
time it would take to identify all such parties.   

 
 
Q2 Under joint and several liability each defendant is liable for all the damage they 

are found to have caused, even if other defendants are also responsible.  Is 
this fair?  

 
11. The rule is fair as each defendant's liability to the plaintiff is only for the loss caused 

by his or her wrongdoing and nothing more.  A defendant is not liable for the actions 
of other parties.  As discussed above, joint and several liability allows defendants to 
share their liability amongst other defendants who are liable for the same damage.     

 
12. Joint and several liability is erroneously viewed as a system that makes well 

resourced defendants pay for the loss caused by insolvent or absentee defendants.  
Under joint and several liability a defendant can only ever be liable for the loss he or 
she has caused.6  

 
13. The Law Commission in its 1998 report Apportionment of Civil Liability7, rejected a 

change to proportionate liability.  In doing so the Law Commission noted that as a 
defendant's liability is for the whole loss caused by the defendant's wrongdoing, 
liability should be unaffected by the fact that the behaviour of some other party has 
caused the same loss8.  In practice this means that as between plaintiff and 
wrongdoer 1, it is irrelevant that the plaintiff can also claim against wrongdoer 2, or 
that wrongdoer 1 may be entitled to claim contribution from wrongdoer 2.   

 
 
 
 

                                                
5 In leaky building cases local authorities have been found liable for 20% of the loss as between the 
defendants 
6 Todd on Torts states, "A defendant who is in breach of a duty in tort cannot be held responsible for 
loss suffered by the plaintiff unless the defendant's conduct was a cause of that loss.... Assuming that 
the conduct was a cause, it must be sufficiently closely connected with the damage so as to justify the 
imposition of liability." The Law of Torts in New Zealand (Wellington Brookers Ltd 5th ed 2009) 942. 
7 (NZLC R47, May 1998), page 4. 
8 Page 4. 
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Q16  Do you consider that leaky homes claims have exposed problems in the 
operation of the rule of joint and several liability?  If so, what are they? 

 
14. The leaky building crisis has illustrated the benefits of the joint and several liability 

rule.  The thousands of home owners who have brought claims have not had to bear 
the risk of absentee or insolvent defendants.  This is important as the ability of leaky 
home owners to recover their loss results in a public good, namely the repair of the 
housing stock.  The rule has also resulted in efficiency in the claims processes.  The 
vast majority of leaky home claims have settled before trial.  As one might expect 
plaintiffs (and defendants) have tended to sue the parties who are well resourced.  
This has limited the number of parties before the Courts, in turn reducing the 
complexity and cost of claims.       

 
15. A proportionate liability approach would be impractical for leaky building claims.  

There are any number of tradespersons involved in the construction of a property.  
Attempting to identify such a large pool of potential defendants and apportioning 
responsibility between them would be a very difficult and time consuming exercise.  
By the time the leaky building problems are discovered there can be very little 
evidence left of the various parties involved in the construction and what their 
particular roles in the construction were.      

 
 
Q30 Overall, do you think that joint and several liability is a fair system? 

 
16. Overall, joint and several liability is a fair system. 
 
17. The Law Commission reviewed the issue of fairness in its 1998 report and 

concluded: 
 
"The essential basis of the attack on solidary liability ... boils down to 
the contention that it is unjust that a defendant's liability should exceed 
that defendant's share of responsibility for the loss. The rejoinder to 
this proposition can be stated equally roundly. The fallacy of the 
contention that it is unfair to D1 that D1 should be liable to compensate 
P for more than D1's proportion of the loss is that such an argument 
introduces into an examination of D1's liability to P the logically 
irrelevant issue of D2's liability to P. Fairness among defendants 
requires a consideration of degrees of responsibility, but any such 
consideration is irrelevant to the question of what as against the 
plaintiff is required to ensure fairness to defendants. Even if, as 
between D1 and D2, D1 may be only five percent to blame, as 
between P and D1, D1 is 100 percent to blame."9 

 
Ultimately the Law Commission considered there were other ways of dealing with the 
issues raised by well-resourced defendants other than altering the liability regime. 

 
18. The system is also fair in that it promotes accountability and sound practices.  In light 

of the leaky building crisis it is essential to retain incentives for building professionals 
to perform their duties to a high standard.  Proportionate liability reduces the liability 
of building professionals across the board and therefore reduces their incentive to 
perform.  This is a step in the wrong direction and is the opposite of what is required. 

 

                                                
9 (NZLC R47, May 1998), page 4. 
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19. In New Zealand the Courts have consistently referred to tort liability as creating an 
incentive to perform.  Most recently, Justice Tipping stated in Spencer on Byron, with 
respect to whether territorial authorities owe a duty of care to commercial property 
owners: 

 
"If there is a risk of excessive caution I do not consider it is a serious 
risk, and I would rather run that risk than the risk of encouraging, or at 
least tolerating, poor performance by having no duty in non-residential 
cases."10   

 
20. It is worth noting that following Spencer on Byron there are likely to be more 

construction claims before the Courts.  This makes it all the more important that the 
litigation process is efficient and fair.  The joint and several rule provides such a 
system.  Conversely, proportionate liability is likely to create a dysfunctional system 
characterised by excessive cost and delay, for the reasons discussed above.    
 

21. The advocates for a change to proportionate liability include local authorities and 
others responsible for the leaky building crisis.  It is argued that proportionate liability 
is necessary to reduce the burden on such parties.  It is submitted that a change 
which reduces the liability of parties who are proven to be negligent would be an 
inappropriate response.  Local authorities and others in the construction sector 
should not be rewarded for their own incompetence.   

 
 
Q31 Overall, do you think that proportionate liability is a fair system? 
 
22. Overall, proportionate liability is unfair and inefficient. 
 
23. It reduces the liability of a defendant and the recovery that a plaintiff may make 

against that defendant, merely because there are other parties who may also have 
harmed the plaintiff.  The presence or otherwise of other parties is irrelevant to the 
liability of the defendant.  It is illogical that a plaintiff who has suffered wrongs from 
multiple wrongdoers should be worse off than a plaintiff which suffers a wrong from a 
single wrongdoer.  The emphasis proportionate liability places on other defendants or 
non-parties creates a windfall for the defendant and arbitrarily penalises the plaintiff. 

 
24. Proportionate liability places a heavy burden on the plaintiff to identify and sue all 

parties responsible and penalises the plaintiff in the event any such parties are 
insolvent.  In light of the fact that the successful plaintiff is the innocent victim, and is 
already having to incur significant legal costs and hardship through no fault of its 
own, to burden the plaintiff with the responsibility of proving claims against each and 
every person who may have contributed to their loss, even parties that are insolvent 
and/or are unable to pay any judgment, is a burden too far.  
  

25. The inefficiency of the proportionate liability system is discussed above. 
 
26. The Australian experience with proportionate liability illustrates the impracticality of 

proportionate liability.  One critic has described Australia's change to proportionate 
liability as an overreaction to the 2000-01 insurance crisis and consider that there are 
sound arguments for repealing the proportionate liability legislation altogether.11  

                                                
10 Spencer on Byron at [48]. 
11http://www.claytonutz.com/publications/newsletters/projects_insights/20081209/just_when_you_thou
ght_you_had_worked_out_how_to_deal_with_proportionate_liability.page   (last accessed 23 January 
2013) (copy attached). 
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Even Australian supporters of proportionate liability have commented that it makes 
litigation more complex, proceedings longer at both the interlocutory stage and trial, 
and it is debatable how much impact it has actually had on the insurance industry.12   

 
 
Grimshaw & Co 
 
Gareth Lewis 
Lucy Chapman 

                                                
12 "Proportionate Liability – Is it achieving its aims?", The Hon. Justice Cameron Macaulay (Australian 
Insurance Law Association Seminar, 2 December 2010) pp 24 and 27 (copy attached). 




